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Abstract

Middleware development in the growing and promising
field of sensor networks is a major challenge in order to fa-
cilitate the programmer task and bridge the gap between
the applications and the hardware. This paper presents a
new middleware for wireless sensor networks based on the
Coordination paradigm. The middleware is thought to sup-
port both an operational setting based on a (hierarchical)
architecture of sensor regions and a coordination model
rested on tuple channels. Tuple channels are FIFO struc-
tures that allow one-to-many and many-to-one communi-
cation between region sensors and the region leader in a
single-hop way. The main components of the middleware
architecture are described.

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks are a new and growing class
of highly dynamic, complex environments on top of which
applications must be built. The complexity of designing
and implementing this kind of applications makes the sup-
ply of higher-level abstractions of low-level functionality
by means of middleware support necessary in order to ease
the application programmer task, as it occurs in other dis-
tributed wireless systems.

Designing a middleware architecture for ad hoc sensor
networks is not an easy task. It must be flexible enough in
order to adapt to a dynamic environment. Sensor network
applications require a minimum quality of service (QoS)
and this level must be maintained over an extended pe-
riod of time. The middleware may have to operate over a
wide range of devices with different capabilities, e.g. lap-
tops (plenty of memory and processing ability) and motes
(extremely limited resources). Furthermore, wireless sig-
nals are prone to interference from the environment. This
means the middleware must be designed to handle unpre-
dictable message loss [8].

Much work has targeted the development of middle-
ware trying to meet the challenges of wireless sensor net-
works [1] [15] [13]. Although they are designed for effi-
cient use of this kind of systems, most of these approaches
do not attempt to change the properties of the network in or-
der to manage energy, and they are not flexible enough to
support different protocol stacks or different applications’
QoS requirements [11]. Moreover, they lack an appropri-
ate abstract model that provides the application program-
mer with high-level abstractions of low-level concepts.

Recently, different proposals based on the Coordination
paradigm have appeared [8] [5]. Coordination models and
languages [3] facilitate application development by provid-
ing high-level constructs such as tuple spaces, blackboards,
and channels, and have been successfully applied to a wide
range of application areas: open systems [17], interactive
web environments [2], scientific computation [6], just to
mention some of them. Most of the Coordination paradigm
based middleware approaches are thought to support an ab-
stract model based on Linda [10], which is historically the
first genuine member of the family of coordination lan-
guages and is rested on a shared memory model where data
is represented by elementary data structures called tuples
that are written, read and removed by processes.

This paper presents a new Coordination paradigm based
middleware for wireless sensor networks supporting TC-
Mote, a coordination model rested on tuple channels [7]. A
tuple channel is a FIFO structure that allows one-to-many
and many-to-one communication of data structures, repre-
sented by tuples. Our tuple channels have two characteris-
tics that make the approach different from other channel-
based coordination models. On the one hand, the get prim-
itive, used by a consumer to obtain a tuple from a chan-
nel, does not withdraw any data from the channel from the
point of view of other possible consumers and so, they can
also receive the same information. On the other hand, the
concept of tuple holder (a special kind of single-assignment
variable) allows backward communication to be expressed,
providing an elegant way of implicit and direct communi-



cation and reactive control.
The middleware is thought to support an operational

setting based on a (hierarchical) architecture of sensor re-
gions, each one governed by a leader with higher capabil-
ities (power, memory, processing ability) than the rest of
the region nodes (motes). The leader manages both inter-
nal and external communications. Besides the deployment
of new motes, these can move inside a region or even shift
region, reconfiguring the system in order to get a better per-
formance. A region leader host owns a tuple channel space,
which stores tuple channels used to carried out communi-
cation and synchronization between region sensors and the
leader in a single-hop way. The tuple channel space inter-
face is used to store channels in or withdraw channels from
it, and to find a required one. Reactions can also be associ-
ated to tuple channel space operations.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. To con-
clude this introduction, we present some related work. Sec-
tion 2 shows an overview of the operational setting and the
tuple channel based coordination model supported by the
middleware, whose architecture is presented in Section 3.
Finally, some conclusions and future work are sketched in
Section 4.

1.1. Related Work

As stated before, different model and middleware ap-
proaches based on the Coordination paradigm are coming
to the sensor network area. Two examples are Limone [8]
and TinyLime [5]. The former is a lightweight coordination
model and middleware to facilitate rapid application devel-
opment over ad hoc networks consisting of logically mobile
agents and physically mobile hosts. Each agent owns a local
tuple space and an acquaintance list that defines a personal-
ized view of remote agents within proximity. The latter ex-
tends and adapts a model and middleware called Lime [14],
originally designed to incorporate mobility capabilities in a
linda-like model, in order to cope with the requirements re-
lated with sensor networks.

Both Limone and TinyLime are based on the shared
memory model introduced by Linda [10]. On the contrary,
our approach is based on the use of channels to realize
the communication and synchronization among network
nodes. Several advantages, such as architectural expressive-
ness and data stream support in a natural and suitable way,
can be obtained from the use of channels with respect to
shared memory models.

There are also several proposals that are not based on
the Coordination paradigm, such as the SINA [15] mid-
dleware architecture and the data dissemination paradigm
called Directed Diffusion [16]. Both use an attribute-based
naming scheme in order to facilitate the data-centric char-
acteristics of sensor queries. SINA allows hierarchical clus-
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Figure 1. operational setting.

tering of sensor nodes in order to facilitate scalable oper-
ations within sensor networks. It is based on a distributed
database interface to get the information from a sensor net-
work with database-style queries. On the other hand, Di-
rected Diffusion adopts a publish/subscribe-based API, us-
ing a data dissemination protocol family.

Our approach also use an attribute-based naming scheme
due to its mentioned advantage. As SINA, our approach is
also based on a hierarchical structure, but our region leaders
have higher capabilities (power, memory, processing abil-
ity) than the rest of the region nodes. Moreover, the com-
munication between region sensors and the leader is car-
ried out in a single-hop way and by means of tuple chan-
nels, which allow one-to-many and many-to-one communi-
cation schemes. This is also a difference with respect to the
Direct Diffusion paradigm, where a data dissemination al-
gorithm is established to achieve the subscribe and publish
attributes matching across a multi-hop network.

2. The TCMote Model

TCMote has been conceived to support the development
of applications in an operational scenario where motion and
single-hop communication among nodes are carried out.
Our operational setting is based on an architecture of sen-
sor regions (Fig. 1), each one governed by a leader with
higher capabilities than the rest of the region nodes (motes).
Due to the sheer numbers of nodes involved in a sensor net-
work, some degree of redundancy can be expected, improv-
ing reliability and easing the self-configuration process. In
our operational setting, several motes may form a redun-
dancy group inside a region. The region monitored by a re-
dundancy group is covered in spite of failures or sleeping
periods of the group members. Motes can move inside a re-
gion or even shift region, and new ones can be deployed, re-
configuring the system in order to get a better performance.

A hierarchical structure may be achieved clustering dif-
ferent regions into a super-region, whose member nodes are
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the corresponding region leaders, one of which also acts as
the leader of the super-region and the rest act as its “motes”.
In our operational setting, the base station can be considered
as the leader of a region grouping leaders of outermost re-
gions.

In TCMote, each region of the operational setting just de-
scribed is considered as a Virtual Machine (VM) compris-
ing the three items that a coordination model must contain
(Fig. 2): E represents the entities to be coordinated (leader
and motes), M is the coordination media used to coordi-
nate these entities (tuple channel space) and L is the seman-
tics framework the model adheres to (storing and withdraw-
ing of channels, asynchronous sending of tuples through a
channel, blocking consumption of tuples from a channel,
...).

In our model, leaders and motes are identified by means
of an attribute-based data structure:

[attribute1 = value1, attribute2 = value2, ...]

For example, in a region split in four quadrants, the
motes deployed on the southeast one could be identified by
the following structure:

[identifier = mote id, location = S-E, ...]

A mote motion inside a region may imply a change in
some of its attributes (for example location). On the other
hand, the motion of a mote from a region to another is mod-
eled in TCMote by removing the mote from the correspond-
ing source VM and creating a new mote in the target VM.

The tuple channel space is a shared data space accessed
by the members of a region. It stores tuple channels used to
carried out communication and synchronization between re-
gion motes and the leader in a single-hop way. A tuple chan-
nel is also specified by means of the attribute-based nam-
ing scheme just described and is a FIFO structure that al-
lows one-to-many (from the region leader to some region
motes) and many-to-one (from some region motes to the re-
gion leader) communication. Data structures communicated
through channels are represented by tuples. A tuple is a se-
quence of fields, which may be: 1) a tuple channel identi-
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Figure 3. Consumption behavior.

fier; 2) a value of any established data type of the host lan-
guage where the model is integrated; 3) a tuple holder.

When a tuple channel consumer obtain a tuple, this is not
withdrawn from the channel from the point of view of the
other consumers and so, the same information can be re-
ceived by all of them. We can say that each consumer ac-
cessing a channel will have, at any time, a view of it, which
may be different from the views of the rest of consumers
sharing the channel. Fig. 3 shows an example describing
this consumption behavior. There are 3 consumers sharing
the channel TC. Fig. 3.a shows a situation where consumer
C1 has consumed the first three tuples, C3 has only con-
sumed the first one, and C2 has consumed none. Fig. 3.b
represents the situation of Fig. 3.a, showing the view that
each consumer has of channel TC.

Many-to-one communication scheme is useful when
a continuous sending of values from sensors to the re-
gion leader is required. On the other hand, both to-
gether one-to-many and many-to-one communication
schemes are appropriate to deal with typical queries in sen-
sor networks such as “which region/area/quadrant has
temperature higher than 40◦C?”, “what is the average tem-
perature in each region?”. The consumption behavior al-
lows that every region/area/quadrant can receive the
same query (one-to-many). Implied motes can answer it
(many-to-one) by means of a new channel whose identi-
fier was sent inside the tuple representing the query. In ad-
dition to information communication, channels can also
be used to control communication. For example, mes-
sages such as “move to northeast quadrant”, “change to
region i” can be sent to a mote to reconfigure the sys-
tem.

Besides the communication and synchronization scheme
through tuple channels described above, TCMote also pro-
vides another useful mechanism for control and informa-
tion exchange based on the use of tuple holders, which are
single-assignment variables. Unbound tuple holders can be
sent through a channel (as a tuple field) to achieve backward
communication. This allows an elegant way of implicit and
direct communication. The tuple consumer is the one that
will instantiate the tuple holder in order to answer some re-
quest, avoiding the use of another channel. This mechanism
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Figure 4. Middleware architecture.

can be useful to deal with redundancy groups, where the an-
swer of any mote may be enough to obtain the required in-
formation about the zone controlled by the group. More-
over, a region leader could answer base station queries such
as “what is the average temperature in the southeast quad-
rant of region i?” through a tuple holder. In addition, the
use of tuple holders supports an event handling mechanism,
which is suitable for sensor network applications where sen-
sor nodes are programmed to process asynchronous events
such as receiving a message or an event triggered by a timer.

3. The TCMote Middleware Architecture

In order to support the TCMote coordination model de-
scribed in the previous section, a Virtual Machine repre-
senting a sensor region is implemented on the region leader
host. As said before, a region leader has high capabilities
of power, memory and processing (for example a laptop
or PDA), so that is able to support the VM development.
Clearly, motes (and leaders of other regions when consid-
ering a hierarchical structure) are not really physically on
the leader host, but as usual, it is the middleware that takes
care of creating this abstraction to simplify the program-
mer’s life. Fig. 4 depicts the main components of the mid-
dleware architecture inside a region leader host, which are
described in the following sections.

3.1. Tuple Channel Space

The tuple channel space (TCS) is a shared data space ac-
cessed by the leader process, mote agents and leader agents.

TCS Primitives:
    store(attributes)
  withdraw(search_pattern,time_out)
  find(search_pattern,time_out)
  react(operation,reaction)

Reaction Operations:
    store_r(attributes)
  withdraw_r(search_pattern)
  find_r(search_pattern)
  no_r(search_pattern)

TC Primitives:
    connect(tc_id)
  disconnect(tc_id)
  put(tc_id,tuple)
  get(tc_id,time_out)

Figure 5. TCS and TC Primitives.

All of them are described in section 3.2. The TCS interface
offers the first four primitives shown in Fig. 5.

As indicated in section 2, a tuple channel is specified
by means of an attribute-based naming scheme. This way,
when a tuple channel is stored in the TCS its attributes are
specified. For example, consider a region split in four quad-
rants. It could be useful to assign different channels to quad-
rants. Tuple channels can be provided with an attribute such
as location. So, for tuple channels assigned to the south-
east quadrant, the attribute-based data structure identifying
them could be as following:

[identifier = tc id, location = S-E]

On the other hand, when a tuple channel is de-
sired to be removed from the TCS, an attribute-based
data structure with (probably) some partially speci-
fied fields (search pattern) is used as first argument of
the withdraw primitive. For example, the following opera-
tion:

withdraw([identifier = ?, location = S-E])

will withdraw from the TCS all channels assigned to the
southeast quadrant.

Consider that a mote agent (for example on behalf of a
new deployed mote or a mote that has carried out a mo-
tion) comes into the southeast quadrant. It can use the find

primitive in order to find the appropriate channel to interact
with the leader process. This primitive uses as first argument
a search pattern. [identifier = ?, location = S-E] is a
good candidate in our example. This primitive is governed
by a pattern matching scheme where, if several candidates
are found, one of them is chosen in a non-deterministic
way. The partially specified fields (identifier in our case)
are instantiated with the appropriate values from the found
channel information.

Going on with the example, consider now that there was
no tuple channel assigned to the southeast quadrant when
the mote agent initiated the find operation. So, the find



primitive will block and the mote agent will receive no
channel. It is highly probable that the leader process does
not want this situation occurs. This way, it can previously
associate a reaction to a find operation in order to provide
a new required channel. This is carried out by means of the
react primitive, which has two arguments: the implied op-
eration and the reaction it is desired to associate to it. The
occurrence of the operation will trigger the reaction.

A reaction is defined as a conjunction of non-blocking
operations, and has a success/failure transactional seman-
tics: a successful reaction may atomically produce effects
on the tuple channel space, a failed reaction yields no result
at all. The operations we have initially considered as candi-
dates to be included inside a reaction are shown in Fig. 5.
The first three primitives have the same effect as the previ-
ously specified ones, but they are non-blocking primitives.
So, withdraw r and find r succeed when the search pat-
tern matches any data structure in the TCS, but fail other-
wise. Complementary to them, no r succeeds when its ar-
gument does not match any data structure in the TCS, but
fails otherwise.

In our example, the leader process can associate the fol-
lowing reaction to a find operation:

react(find([identifier = ?, location = S-E]),
(no r([identifier = ?, location = S-E]),

store r([identifier = new tc id, location =
S-E])))

After find operation execution, the specified reaction is
triggered. If no tuple channel has been found, no r opera-
tion succeeds and store r operation stores a new channel in
the TCS. This will resume the find operation, which will
provide the mote agent with the required channel.

Before an entity can send/receive information
through/from a TC, it must establish a connection by
means of the connect primitive. On the other hand, when
it does not need a channel any more, it executes the
disconnect primitive in order to disable the TC connec-
tion. Connection information will be useful to the run-time
system in order to achieve an efficient channel implemen-
tation.

A producer will use the put primitive to send informa-
tion through a channel. Each time a put operation is exe-
cuted, a new tuple is added to the end of the channel.

A consumer will use the get primitive to receive infor-
mation from a channel. Each time a get operation is exe-
cuted, a new tuple from the beginning of the channel is ob-
tained. The get primitive follows the consumption behavior
described in section 2.

3.2. Coordinated Entities

As said before, motes and other region leaders (hierar-
chical structure) are not really physically on the leader host

of a particular region. Instead, the middleware must take
care of creating the corresponding abstraction in order to fa-
cilitate the model utilization and implementation. In our ap-
proach, besides the leader process, which is in charge of
doing the region leader task, there are two other kinds of
agents accessing the TCS, i.e. the leader agent and the mote
agent (see Fig. 4). These three components communicate
and synchronize each other by means of the tuple channel
space mechanism previously described.

A leader agent staying at a region leader host A acts on
behalf of a leader process in a region leader host B, which
is trying to communicate with the leader process in host A.
The interaction between the leader agent and the leader pro-
cess in host B is carried out by means of a leader interac-
tion agent. Similarly, a mote agent inside a host acts on be-
half of a mote in the region where this host is. The inter-
action between the mote agent and the mote is achieved
through a mote interaction agent. Both the leader interac-
tion agents and the mote interaction agents are described in
the next section.

3.3. Interaction Agents

We have decided to highly decouple internal communi-
cation inside a region leader host (via TCS scheme) from
external communication (via message passing through
the wireless network). This way, we introduce interac-
tion agents in order to deal with the second one. This de-
coupling brings some advantages. A change in the way the
wireless communication is carried out only affect the inter-
action agents. On the other hand, interaction agents may
be reused in applications other than TCMote-based to pro-
vide a straightforward interface to access motes from a
host.

When a mote (a new one or a mote coming from another
region) is deployed on a region, a pair “mote agent/mote
interaction agent” is created inside the region leader host.
The mote interaction agent asynchronously interacts with
the mote agent to handle request, replies, and all communi-
cation with the mote. The main task of this interaction agent
is to translate high-level TCS-based information into pack-
ets understandable by the mote and vice versa. In principle,
communication between the interaction agent and the mote
is just message passing, but it is not as straightforward in
sensor networks as in traditional ones. It is well known that
motes must sleep most of the time in order to conserve en-
ergy, waking up on a regular basis to receive and process in-
formation. This way, the interaction agent must repeatedly
send a single packet.

Besides information exchange, the interaction agent is
also in charge of control communication carried out in or-
der to reconfigure the system. A mote could be on top of
a robot or inside a pocket of a person (consider a city pol-



lution measurement application, where people from differ-
ent city quarters can be provided by a mote). A mote may
be required to move inside its region or even shift region to
obtain a better system performance. This way, the interac-
tion agent must communicate with the robot or a PDA car-
ried by a person in order to send motion requirements. From
the point of view of a mote agent, a mote motion only im-
plies an attribute change in the attribute-based data struc-
ture identifying it, or maybe its removing from the region
leader host (and the removing of the corresponding interac-
tion agent) if the mote has shifted region.

Finally, the pair “leader agent/leader interaction agent”
acts in a similar way, but in this case the communication
between the interaction agent and the leader process (in-
side another region leader host) is more straightforward due
to the features of communicating parties.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

A middleware architecture for wireless sensor networks
has been presented. The main components of the mid-
dleware architecture inside a region leader host, the tuple
channel space, the coordinated entities and the interaction
agents, have been described. Data-centric characteristics of
sensor queries are enabled by means of an attribute-based
naming scheme together with the tuple channel and tuple
holder communication and synchronization mechanisms of
the supported model.

We are currently developing a middleware prototype. We
are using Java as both the host language (where the tuple
channel model is integrated) used by the application pro-
grammer and the programming language used to implement
the middleware architecture components inside the differ-
ent region leader hosts (laptops and PDAs). On the other
hand, nesC [9] is being used to program the necessary com-
ponents inside the motes. Crossbow Micaz motes [4] run-
ning the open source operating system called TinyOS [12]
are being used.
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